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Brothers and sisters 

 

Thank you for everyone who could participate in last week's Rally of Hope with True Mother. As you 

know there were approximately 1.4 million participants and also an unknown number of millions of 

people who could watch on live TV through 70+ TV networks around the world. I sincerely hope that the 

people of South Korea took note of what True Mother is doing and the influence that she has with such 

prominent leaders. Also, I hope that the leadership of North Korea take note of what their North Korean 

famous citizen is doing. I hope that the time of True Mother visiting North Korea will come soon so that 

she can bring the message of God to her homeland. 

 

Thank you also for all those who sent in a reflection. I submitted all of your reflections to Dr. Kim to be 

translated for True Mother. She wants to hear from our members worldwide, to understand what we got 

from the rally and where our hearts are at. I read a selection at Sunday Service this week. 

 

The next Rally of Hope will be September 6th. Let's follow up with anyone who may have attended last 

week. Also, let those who missed it know what they missed. The plan is to have a Rally each month until 

the end of the year. 

 

True Mother spoke earlier this year that we should let the world know about True Parents. We all agreed 

with that but had little idea how it was going to actually happen. Then, suddenly the world changed 

through Coronavirus and this opened up opportunities which we never imagined. At the same time, the 

technology was created to be able to host such a huge worldwide gathering. The technical challenges for 

our Korean church were new and bigger than they had ever faced before. Of course, this was the biggest 

ever audience to hear True Parents message at one time and needed to be flawless. I think we can thank 

the Korean church members for the great victory which the produced. 

 

So many people have told me that they feel this was a turning point in God's Providence and this event 

even dwarfed Washington Monument of Yoido Rally. We shall see what God can do with such a 

condition. 

 

So, let's not relax just yet. Rather, we should double our efforts to let people know about the next Rally 

and the next and the next. We have the chance to reach literally a billion people. Also, we should invite 

our ancestors to participate and be inspired. 

 

Please be healthy and safe. 

 

Pastor Kevin Thompson 

 


